
SmartView – Makes Dynamics GP SmartList a whole lot better

Australia - United States 

Faster Lists  
SmartView is so fast you will wonder why you 
have spent so much time waiting for lists to 
refresh. SmartView will return the data you 
need very quickly with 150 records in less 
than a second and 30,000 records in less 
than 6 seconds. Add columns of data, 
re-order columns and set filters without 
waiting for the lists to refresh again and again.

Better Filtering
SmartView will return just the data you need to 
see by providing an unlimited number of filter 
criteria. There are 18 filter functions to choose 
from including ‘is any of’, ‘begins with’, 
‘contains’ and ‘is blank’.  

Groups and Totals
SmartView’s drag and drop grouping makes 
looking at large volumes of data easy. Shrink 
and expand your groups at will and see all the 
total and subtotal information for the entire list 
of individual groups on screen. Configure your 
list with multiple groupings to suit the data you 
are looking at.

Familiar Environment
SmartView is closely related to SmartList and 
so much so that all the lists you have now in 
SmartList will be available within SmartView. 
You can import your old favorites, see 
everything from SmartList Builder or start fresh 
by creating new favorites within SmartView.
The security settings you already have in 
place for Dynamics GP SmartLists are applied 
to each SmartView list. 

Fastest Path to Excel
Cut and paste select records right from your 
SmartView list into Excel. There is no faster 
way to move your data to Excel than to cut 
and paste. You can also get creative by 
cutting and pasting records into Outlook or 
Word or any application of your choice. 
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SmartView provides an alternate, fast and flexible interface to all existing 
SmartLists. SmartView leverages all the power of SmartList and 
SmartList Builder inside a very flexible and easy to use interface. Like all 
eOne tools, SmartView is configurable to your specific business needs 
and will work across all Dynamics GP modules as well as displaying 
data from outside of Dynamics GP.  

Everything you love about SmartList only faster, smarter and easier.

I get fewer coffee breaks now that we use SmartView because it is so fast. The thing I 
really love is that I can resize all parts of the screen and I can see totals and subtotals 
without exporting to Excel. The best thing is that I did not need any training as all my 
lists just appeared in SmartView and it is so easy to navigate.
Rebecca Wells
Administrator, Genero Group

I can say, WOW, I am very impressed with how fast the data loads from SmartView to 
Excel, I really think that is the #1 feature of your product. SmartView returned 200,000 
records in 6 seconds and then exported it to Excel in 9 seconds. I could spend 30 
minutes talking about the good things in SmartView.
Shane Wolitski
Senior Consultant, Etelligent Solutions Inc.
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SmartView will display all your standard GP SmartLists as soon as you install. 

Returns all the standard SmartLists that you are familiar with from AR, AP, SOP, POP, GL
Displays all the lists from Manufacturing, Fixed Assets, Field Service, Analytical Accounting and HR modules
Choose to convert your SmartList favorites to SmartView
Displays any list built within SmartList Builder direct to SmartView
Access external data via your SmartList Builder lists

Access to all your GP SmartLists
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SmartView is the fastest way to access your Microsoft Dynamics GP data real time. 

All SmartView lists are real time, showing up-to-date data  
Lists are returned in just seconds
Returns 200,000 GL transactions to screen in 6 seconds
Exports 200,000 GL transactions to Excel in 9 seconds 
Move columns around, sort and group data without having to wait for the list to refresh

Really fast data retrieval

SmartView provides unlimited filters with a wide range of filtering options to make sure you can 
find and review specific data.  

Free form global search across all data in the list
Excel-like filtering for record selection by column
Unlimited number of filters can be applied to a single list of data
Wide variety of filter conditions including ‘is one of’, ‘is not one of’, ‘contains’, ‘is like’, ‘contains data’, ‘is blank’ and ‘is between’ 
Remembers all filters applied during one session which allows you to revert to a previous set of filters
Build complex nested filters with filter subgroups that contain a mix of both AND and/or OR conditions

Filter to get just the right records

Move your data from
SmartView to other applications

Export or cut and paste data to the application of your choice.   

Standard Exports to Excel, Text or PDF
Export to Excel in record time
Cut and paste selected records to Excel, Word, email or any other application
Move 200,000 records from SmartView to Excel in less than a second

Fits in perfectly with the rest
of Microsoft Dynamics GP

SmartView was made for Microsoft Dynamics GP.   

Use the Go To’s to go straight from the selected record to a GP inquiry or transaction screen
SmartView relies on your existing SmartList Security
Any updates to SmartList or SmartList favorites can be ported to SmartView
Display data from core Microsoft Dynamics GP, third party modules or Extender
Cut and paste data into Excel for use with SmartConnect
Resize your workspace to ensure you give the maximum real estate to the data
Sort lists by one or multiple columns simultaneously 

SmartView does more than just display a list. SmartView allows you to create groups, 
subgroups and display totals at each level. 

Drag a column to the grouping panel to group your list data by the values in that column
Set an unlimited number of groups and subgroups
Collapse and expand groups as required  
Subtotal selected columns using Sum, Ave, Min, Max and Count functions
Sort records by a groups subtotal 
Focus on the specific records you need by expanding one group at a time 

Group and Subtotal list data
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